Let J? be a Noetherian integral domain, K its field of fractions. We will consider Henselian discrete valuation rings R υ (see [4] ) containing R, where v is the valuation normalized so that v (R v ) is the set of nonnegative integers (plus oo). If /= (f ίf .. . f f r ) is a system of r polynomials in s variables with coefficients in R, and x is an s-tuple with coordinates in an extension ring of R, we set f(x) = (fι(%), # >/r(#)) We define the valuation of an r-tuple (or s-tuple) to be the minimum of the valuations of its components.
THEOREM. Assume R has characteristic zero. For each system f of polynomials with coefficients in R, there exists an integer C(f) 1 and an element D(f) Φ 0 in R with the following property*. For any Henselian discrete valuation ring R Ό containing R, and any nonnegative integer n, if an s-tuple x with components in R satisfies the inequality (1) </•(*)) > C(f)n + v(D(f)) then there is a zero y of f in R υ such that v(x -y)> n .
In particular, if R is the ring of algebraic integers in a number field, and we take n = 0, S = set of primes dividing D(f), then we recover Greenleaf 's theorem [3] to the effect that if p £ S, then every 143 zero of / mod p may be refined to an actual zero of / in the :p-adic integers -in fact, to an actual zero of / in the algebraic p-adic integers. The theorem above strengthens Greenleaf 's result by giving information about the exceptional primes p e S and by providing a precise linear estimate of how close the actual zero y is to the approximate zero x. The hypothesis that R have characteristic zero is required by Greenleaf's counterexample ([3] , p. 30).
Proof. Let fR [X] be the ideal in the polynomial ring R[X lf , X 8 ] generated by MX), , f r (X), and let V be the algebraic set in affine s-space over K which is the locus of zeroes of /.
Step 1. We may assume fR [X] is equal to its own radical. For let g be a system of polynomials generating the radical, and suppose the mth power of the radical is contained in fR [X] .
Then inequality (1) implies that for any polynomial hefR [X] , say h = hj x + + h r f r , we have
In particular, for h -gf, with g, in g, we get
for all j so that there is a zero y of g in R v such that
Since y is also a zero of /, we have found the invariants for /.
Step 2. Granted that fR [X] is its own radical, we may further assume fR[X] is a prime ideal. Otherwise, it is an intersection of finitely many prime ideals, so by induction on the number of these, we may assume fR [X] is the intersection of two ideals generated by systems g, g' for which invariants C(g), C(g'), D(g), D(g f ) have already been found. We set D{f) = D{gγD{gJ .
Then for each gtβg and g' ό eg', we have g^efRlX], so that as before, inequality (i) implies
Step 3. Assuming fR [X] is a prime ideal, we proceed by induction on the dimension m of the irreducible if-variety V. If V is empty, let D(f) be any nonzero constant in fR [X] , and let C(f) = 1. Then the inequality (1) is never satisfied for any n, v, and x, so the theorem is vacuously true. Assume now that V is nonempty and the theorem established in dimensions less than m. Let J be the Jacobian matrix of /, Δ the system of minors Δ {i)U) of order s -m taken from J. Since the characteristic is zero, the locus of common zeros of Δ and / is a proper iΓ-closed subset of V (the singular locus); by inductive hypothesis, there are invariants C", D r for the system Δ plus /.
If (ί) is a collection of s -m indices ^ r, f {i) the corresponding system of s -m polynomials taken out of /, let V {i) be the algebraic set of zeros of f (i) We now set (1), we then have three possibilities:
. By inductive hypothesis, there is a zero y of / in R v (lying on Fπ TF (<) 
III. For some (i) and 0*),
and for every (k), there is a polynomial y {k) in the system g ιk) for which^
By HenseΓs Lemma, there is a zero y of the system f {i) in iϋ υ such that
In that case g {k) (y) Φ 0, for all (fc), since
Thus i/g W ik) for any (&). As we also have
ΛΓoίβ 1. In the last part of the above argument we used a version of HenseΓs Lemma which is a strengthening of Lemma 2, p. 63 of [2] . It says that if R v is a Henselian discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal m, F a system of r polynomials in s variables with coefficients in R v , r^s,J its Jacobian matrix, x e R s v
, a e R v so that
where e = D{x), D being a minor of order r taken from J, then there exists y e R s v such that F(y) = 0 and y = x (mod αβm) .
(Since h = v(ά) is an arbitrary integer, we have applied this lemma by taking F = f {i) and
in part III above.) The idea for proving this stronger HenseΓs Lemma is the same as in [2] , pp. 63-64, reducing to the case r = s, applying Taylor's formula to F(aeX), obtaining F(aeX) = aeJ (0) 
The proof by Birch and McCann then goes by induction on s. However, there is an error in the inductive step (their equation Dn~\{Φ) -#i(c&i) does not always hold, as is shown by the polynomial f(X l9 X 2 ) = Xt -XI with a, = 0, where g^a,) = 0 while D^φ) = 1). This error can be rectified by proving the following result and its corollary, since the inequality in the corollary is all they really need for their argument. 
where (g, g') is the greatest common divisor of g and its derivative g\ Thus rg is the primitive polynomial having the same roots as g but all taken with multiplicity one. A(g) is the discriminant of g; if g has the linear factorization
Suppose / is a polynomial in s variables X l9 , X s and g i is a polynomial in Xi only. Let d(g) = d ίf and let a i3 , with 1 fg j ^ d u be the roots of g % counted with their multiplicities. Then the eliminant E{Z) = E(f; g lf , g,)(Z) is the polynomial in Z of degree d{E) = Π ^^ given by
U{Z -f(a ljl9
-, α si )} .
* (i)
Inductively, A(/) is then defined as follows: If s = 1, A(/) = Ά(/) (ίί~1)d2^(^/ ) ίZ . If s > 1, set ^ = A-i(/<)> where /< has been defined before as / regarded as a polynomial in the s -1 variables other than X,; let £7 be E(f; g lt , ^). Then
We will prove the Specialization Theorem by induction on s.
Case s = 1. Let f^X,) = A(f o )X* + ..., and let (r/ 0 )(-Xi) -A(rf o )X! + •••, so that δ £ d and A(r/ 0 ) divides A(f Q ).
Since by hypothesis A/o Φ 0, we have A(/ o ) Φ 0, so A(/ o ) = A(f 0 ) and / 0 has the same degree d in X t . Also Λ(r/ 0 ) = A(rf Q ) Φ 0, so r/ 0 has the same degree δ and only simple roots, but may not be primitive. Let c be the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of r/ 0 ; then rf 0 -c(r/ 0 ). Now A(rf Q ) is homogeneous of degree 2(8 -1) in the coefficients of rf 0 . Thus
AT; =
The theorem then follows from the fact that c divides A(rf 0 ) which divides A(f Q ) which divides A/ϊ
To carry out the induction, we will need to strengthen our result for s = 1 with the following lemma. Proof. Let e = degree h, τ< = degree c £ , so that degree # = ε = e + Σ kM, and
Since each c { divides h, g, and h have the same irreducible factors, so that rg = rh. Hence M is the specialization of M and is given by the same formula as M with the specialization E of E taking the place of E. Now the function E, like Δ, commutes with specialization, so we have 
(E) and d^) -d(E).
The problem reduces to examining the relation between E = E(f Q ; c γ gf, , c s gί) and E* = E(f 0 ; gf, , gf) given that every root of d is a root of g*.
Note first that A(E*) = Π^(α*) M(/o) , where δ, = Πε z = TίiΦi (d{gf) + d(Ci)), then write e t = δ tf + 7<, so that Since every irreducible factor of c % is an irreducible factor of gf, every irreducible factor of A(c t ) is an irreducible factor of A(gf), so the above expression shows that A(E) and A(E*) have the same irreducible factors.
Thus in the case where M = A(E) d{E) E(0), we are reduced to proving that £7(0) is divisible by 2?*(0) and they have the same irreducible factors. This will follow from the formula 
So by definition of C 8 , C s (f 0 ) <Ξ C s (f 0 ), proving the addendum.
We have thus obtained, arguing with respect to any other variable Xi as we have for X Of the inequality (2) v
(f(a)) £ C B (f t )n + v( gι (a t ))
for all i = 0, 1, , s. Combining with our hypothesis (1) By definition of C, +1 , the coefficient of n in inequality (3) is at least equal to d{g x )> and by definition of D s+1 , we have v(D s+1 f) :> 'KAfiO for all i. So we can apply the theorem for one variable to obtain a unique zero a t of #* such that v(ai -a % ) > n, for each i = 0,1, ...,*.
Applying the definition of D s+ί again and using inequality (4), we obtain
d(g t )v(M) + v(D igi ) < v(g t (at))
for all i, hence by the theorem for one variable again there is a Then, as remarked before, we must have f(y) = 0, which proves the theorem.
